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The key question is: is the activitydesigned to improve. accuracyor fluency? Accu racy With controlled grammar and vocabulary activities, where the emphasis is on the accurate
produ ction of a particular language point, it's best to correct aU mistakes, and to do so immediately you hear them.Â â€¢ Work on the pron unciation of the questions. Play each one
several times and ask students to repeat chorally and individually, paying att enti on to th e follo wing features: Each question is one tone unit, which means it should be pronounced
'like one word', without stopping: 'Howo/dareyou?' (it is not necessary to teach students the term 'tone unit'). In each question there is a stressed word - the one that carries the key
meaning: What's your name?How old are you? Superhero picture books for children that emphasize the spirit of childhood and the ability to harness imagination to fight crime and
save the world! Best Children Books Books For Boys Childrens Books Adult Children Superhero Books Superhero Classroom Superhero School Read Aloud Books Good Books.
Superhero Chapter Books for Kids Ages 6-10.Â Batman and the real world science behind all of the cool gadgets and tools he has sounds like a pretty fantastic book concept. To be
honest, I think it is an awesome concept for a book. However, this particular book series just missed the mark a bit. Collects data related to reader interests, context, demographics
and other information on behalf of the Lijit platform with the purpose of finding interested users on websites with related content. 1 year. HTTP.Â Essential cookies help make our
sites usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation, login and access to secure areas of the website. Issuu cannot function without these cookies. Functionality cookies
enable us to remember information that changes the way the website behaves or looks, like your preferred language or the region you are in.Â A pencil, a rubber, a book and a pen.
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